
   

   

  Birthday Fancy Pantry 
 

£84.10 £75.69
OUT OF STOCK

Quick Overview
Birthday Hamper Gifts are highly popular in the UK as the standard
product selection tends not to venture too far from tried and tested
formulae. This Birthday themed Afternoon Tea hamper can be
personalised for any age of birthday from 22 to 99 by means of the
colourful cake packing by simply mentioning the recipient's age in
your gift card message.  

  Details
 
The name Fancy Pantry reflects the quality and provenance of the constituent parts of the Birthday Hamper. We think we've created a really
good product with the Fancy Pantry and when we tweak it to be appropriately customised for a Birthday, it is clear to anybody that this is a
hamper, which is traditional in heritage, but imaginative and forward thinking in design. It doesn't aim to services a clear demographic or
market, it simply exists as a top quality Birthday Hamper rooted in traditional products and steering clear of alcohol by making a specific point
to centre the gift theme around Tea & Coffee. We've included Gold Taste Award Winning Producers and kept the flavours simple. There are no
unusual flavours, just simple black tea and high quality coffee bags. However just in case we're accused of being boring, we couldn't resist
slipping in a little bottle of Green Tea Sparkling. Drink this chilled and you'll be hunting for it in the shops; Guaranteed.

Additional Information
 
Contents Birthday Mug Holmes Caramel Fingers 200g Holmes Honeycomb Bars 200g Holmes Chocolate Shortbread

200g Killbeggan Original Irish Oat Cookies 200g Grahams Irish Butter Shortbread 135g Rhythm 108 Double
Choco Hazlenut Sharing Bag Biscuits 135g Tregoes Toffee Waffles 260g Lily O’briens Creamy Caramel and
Sea Salt 120g Patton’s Chocolate Cake QI Organic Earl Grey Tea SD Bells 80 Tea Bags Luscombe Sparkling
Apple Crush 27cl Secotto Coffee 227g
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